BRITESKY DETECT

Endpoint Telemetry

Purchasing, deploying, and managing commercial Endpoint Detection and
Response (EDR) solutions is a very expensive proposition for enterprises.
While EDR solutions provide critical cyberprotection capabilities, they also
come with extremely high license subscription and capital costs that put
them out of reach for many enterprises.
BriteSky Detect dramatically reduces the cost of EDR capabilities so they’re
accessible to any medium to large enterprise. You have a fully customizable
endpoint behavior telemetry solution with no monthly licensing fees for
the enabling technologies.

Stay Ahead of Adversaries
Increase visibility of activities at all server and workstation endpoints to stay ahead
of malicious attacks every step of the way. BriteSky Detect:
•
•

Collects, aggregates, and analyzes system and network intelligence to
detect suspicious behavior that aligns with the Mitre ATT&CK framework.
Pairs with BriteSky Respond to automatically respond to any threats
detected with the required action, whether that’s blocking a file hash,
triaging an endpoint, or removing a host from the network using
automated or semi-automated playbooks.

Protect Any Platform
BriteSky Detect offers agents for a wide variety of platforms, including Windows,
MacOS, and Linux.

Get Fully Integrated Detection
and Response Technologies
With BriteSky Detect, you gain fully integrated risk detection and response
capabilities that combine the advantages of each technology:
•
•

Open source agents provide a trusted and very cost-effective way to collect
endpoint security events and forward them for analysis and correlation.
BriteSky Surveil provides Security Information and Event Management
(SIEM) that includes an analytics engine for asset modeling, network-based
logs for context, and threat intelligence feeds to enhance detection fidelity.

Reduce Security Risks
Choose cutting-edge endpoint
risk detection and response
services that are aligned with your
cybersecurity priorities and budget
realities:
• Reduce the capital and operating
costs associated with deploying
and maintaining commercial offthe-shelf EDR solutions.
• Adopt a flexible approach to risk
detection and response to keep
pace with constantly evolving
cyberthreats.
• Take a building block approach to
cybersecurity, augmenting BriteSky
Detect with additional services
whenever needed.

Get fully
integrated
risk detection
and response
capabilities.

•

BriteSky Respond provides Security, Orchestration, and
Automated Response (SOAR) that goes well beyond the simple
agent responses that commercial EDR products offer to provide
complete remediation and blocking capabilities, from endpoint
blocking to network- and identity-based actions.

Add New Cybersecurity
Services on Demand
Use BriteSky Detect on its own, or combine it with any of our managed
cybersecurity services today, or in the future, through BriteSky Fortress.
BriteSky Fortress is a unique, modular solution that can be rapidly
deployed through a single BriteSky Lightweight Appliance (BLA). To
complement BriteSky Detect, you can choose:
•
•
•
•
•

BriteSky Indicate for threat intelligence
BriteSky Protect for managed firewall services
BriteSky Recon for vulnerability management
BriteSky Respond for Security, Orchestration, and Automated
Response (SOAR)
BriteSky Surveil for managed Security Information and Event
Management (SIEM) on premises or in the cloud for SIEM as a
Service (SIEMaaS)

Our managed cybersecurity services provide
Canadian enterprises with data residency and data
sovereignty. All data, including security logs, events,
and remediation actions, remains on Canadian soil,
managed from a state-of-the-art security network
operations center in Ottawa.
BriteSky is Canadian-owned and -operated. We will
never copy, review, or mine your corporate data or IP
for any purpose. All data rights and controls remain
property of your organization.

Rely on Field-Proven Expertise
BriteSky Detect leverages our decades of real-world
experience designing, building, delivering, and
supporting custom cybersecurity solutions for leading
enterprises, governments, and banking institutions
across Canada.
Our highly skilled engineers have extensive expertise
in cybersecurity, networking, cloud, and data center
technologies. They incorporate only best-of-breed
hardware and software from leading vendors into our
solutions.

You can also combine the BriteSky Detect service with our customized
BriteSky Cloud products and solutions to create a high-security enterprise
cloud environment.

Leverage Our Compliance
At BriteSky, we constantly adopt and evaluate ourselves against industry
best practices and certifications. All of our staff have Government of
Canada Secret (Level II) clearance. In addition, our cybersecurity products
and solutions adhere to the following certifications and accreditations
which are renewed annually:
•
•
•
•
•

SOC 2 Type 2
ISO 27001: 2013
ISO 27017 and ISO 27018
SAP cloud and infrastructure operations
ITSG-33 Protected B Cloud Assessment completed by the
Canadian Center for Cyber Security (CCCS) and Communications
Security Establishment (CSE)
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Contact Us
To learn more about BriteSky Detect and
how it can help you achieve your business goals,
get in touch today.
Phone: +1 (613) 836-3700
Email: info@britesky.ca
www.britesky.ca

